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Do not assume that vocal ministry is never to be your part. Faithfulness and
sincerity in speaking, even very briefly, may open the way to fuller ministry
from others. When prompted to speak, wait patiently to know that the leading
and the time are right, but do not let a sense of your own unworthiness hold
you back. Pray that your ministry may arise from deep experience, and trust
that words will be given to you. Try to speak audibly and distinctly, and with
sensitivity to the needs of others. Beware of speaking predictably or too often,
and of making additions towards the end of the meeting when it was well left
before.
Advices and Queries #13

Upcoming Events and Announcements
Meeting for Worship will enter silence at 10:30 a.m. The Clerks will try to open
the Zoom space by 10:20 to allow people a time to chat and settle in before
worship begins. We have resumed in-person worship at the Meeting House. You
must complete the Indoor Worship Waiver and agree to its terms and conditions
(only once) before you attend. It is available from Wilf Ruland
(deerspring1@gmail.com).
Canadian Yearly Meeting in Session will be held online from August 8 to 14.
Those interested in attending all or part of this meeting can find more
information at the quaker.ca website.
The Cambridge Worship Group (CWG) will be meeting separately in our own
homes at 2 pm on Friday, August 27th. At 3 pm we will join together via Zoom
for After Word and fellowship. If you would like to participate please let Carol
Leigh know (clwehking@gmail.com) so that she can send you the Zoom link.
Vous etes invité à réserver un peu de temps cet automne pour le premier cours
en ligne en français sur le quakerisme au Canada. Le cours « Introduction aux
quakers et à leur culte non-programmé » va avoir lieu le samedi et il s’étendra
sur 6 ou 7 semaines à partir du 11 septembre de 12h30 à 14h30 heure de l’Est.
Voici le lien pour le PDF du cours que Jean-Louis Demers du groupe de Québec
a mis beaucoup de temps à traduire en français (merci Jean-Louis!):
https://quaker.ca/publication/ Exprimez votre intérêt et vous pouvez aussi
poser vos questions à david@montreal.quaker.ca. Il y aura un formulaire
d’inscription plus officiel en août 2021.
September 12 will be our next Meeting for Worship for Business. The meeting
will be held at 12:30 p.m. in our Zoom Meeting space, unless the Meeting House
Re-opening Committee advises otherwise. Email will be sent inviting members
and attenders to this meeting.
Mike Nellis (Glasgow Monthly Meeting) is giving a Zoom talk on penal abolition
at Woodbrooke on September 15 at 2 p.m. Woodbrooke is an international
Quaker learning and research organization based in Britain. All are welcome!
Please see link https://www.woodbrooke.org.uk/

We need some idea people! Remember a few years ago, when there was an event
to dedicate the Peace Pole at the City Hall Peace Garden? Dick Preston and Ray
Cunnington had been instrumental in getting that installed. It represented the
beginning of the real work of turning that corner of the City Hall grounds into a
Peace Garden. That work is now complete, and the garden is a beautiful reality!
Some of us are in the early stages of planning an event for early October to
formally mark the opening of the Peace Garden, along with the installation of
the Interfaith Peace Stone (something I've been working for, for about 25
years!), and if any of you are interested in contributing ideas or working on the
project in any way, I'd be glad to hear from you. Bev Shepard
<beverly_shepard@sympatico.ca>

Unmarked Graves and a Report by Roberta
McGregor
For the past several months, the mainstream Canadian news media has
been full of reports of unmarked gravesites found at former residential schools
across Canada. These reports have brought to the attention of Canada’s nonindigenous majority population the extent of the abuse and neglect, the sickness
and suffering that was experienced by children who attended those schools, and
which is well-known by Indigenous people across Canada, many of whom shared
their stories with the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Most Canadians
have not read the report of that Commission however, never mind the thousands
upon thousands of pages of testimony upon which it is based, and so these
reports of extensive, undocumented gravesites are both disturbing and
surprising. They will continue to be disturbing as more and more of these sites
emerge, and we know that they will, because many have previously been
identified both by Indigenous people, and by those who have worked with and
studied Indigenous people in Canada.
We have some of those in our Meeting. Dick Preston has contributed
stories and anecdotes to this newsletter arising out of his long experience as an
anthropologist working with Indigenous Canadians, and Robbie McGregor,
working as a graduate student, also examined the experience of Indigenous
students at a facility in Fort Simpson. Recently, she wrote:
In 1990, I wrote a fieldwork report to Dick Preston, my Supervisor when
I was an adult student in Anthropology. My project was in Fort
Simpson, where there was a Catholic "Hostel" (residence) for native
students coming from tiny communities in the “Deh Cho" area. At that
time, the nuns were gone and a Council of Chiefs was responsible for the
administration of the Hostel. They allowed me to live in the Hostel for
two weeks to do an institutional review.
My 66-page report to them included the fact that when the building was
being built by the Catholic Church, there was a cemetery with 800
graves, behind the structure which was planned for that location. The
cemetery was bulldozed and the material in the graves was used in the
foundation of the building.

Town residents warned me to avoid walking across the field behind the
building, in case I saw bones on the surface. So the community knew
what had happened, and the children in the hostel must have known. The
younger children sometimes asked me if I had heard babies crying in the
night, and I wondered why (not having put all of the facts together yet).
When I visited the isolated communities that the students came from, I
heard many painful stories from adults who had experienced the Hostel
life under the nuns, or in modern time.
There is an abridged version of Robbie McGregor’s fieldwork report available as
a PDF at https://journals.mcmaster.ca/nexus/article/view/96. At 18 pages, it is
too long to reproduce in full here, but the abstract is given below, and
community members who are interested in these issues will find it well worth
reading. It is not merely descriptive; it provides historical context and analysis
of how the social and institutional structures within and around the school acted
to reproduce the neglect of children and their alienation from their culture even
when the administration of the schools moved from the Catholic Church to the
Indigenous people themselves.
THE HAUNTED HOSTEL: Shades of the Past in a Modern Day School
Residence for Native Children
ABSTRACT
In the summer of 1987, I was asked by the council of chiefs of a Northern
Canadian region, to do a 'review' of the operation of one of the few remaining
school residences for Native children in Canada. The residence, or 'hostel', had
been staffed by nuns until its administration was transferred to the Council of
Chiefs in the early 1970s. The building was thought by the Natives to be haunted.
It did seem to be haunted by some institutional patterns that had been
established under the new administration, and persisted though the staff in 1987
was entirely Native. This paper explores these observations and attempts to
make sense of them.

What White Settlers Should Have Said
by Beverly Shepard
(previously published in The Hamilton Spectator)

Like the rest of Canadians, I was shocked – if not surprised – to learn of
the discovery of a huge number of graves of children who had attended the
residential school in Kamloops, BC. I was deeply saddened. I was ashamed. I
knew that the residential schools were wrongly conceived and, on the whole,
heartlessly conducted, but this devastating news brought that knowledge into
clear focus. All the words that have been said, the grief that has been expressed,
the promises that have been made about the matter since that first news have
only heightened my shock, sadness, and shame.
From the start, I’ve felt I needed to speak up, to cry out, to protest the
inequities and injustices that are still in existence, but I’ve struggled to put
words together. Why? Writing usually comes easily to me: it’s what I do. Why
has it been so difficult to write about these things, when I have readily written
about other matters I decried?
I think it is because my lack of understanding goes so deep. It’s not just
residential schools I can’t comprehend. It’s the whole attitude of so many
“white” people (“settlers”, “Europeans”, whatever we’re termed) toward the
original people of this land.
At the beginning it wasn’t too bad, it seems. White people arrived on the
east coast of the country and were met peacefully by the people who lived here,
welcomed with interest, and assisted in many ways. Those who came settled
quietly and non-violently, and some didn’t really settle at all. Less than 300
years later, native peoples supported the British in the war of 1812-1814 because
they feared the invasiveness of Americans and believed the British treated them
fairly and with cooperation and respect. Treaties were made and agreed to and
honoured.
Then things began to change.
The first residential school was opened in 1831. Here is where my
comprehension fails completely. Back in Europe, the Industrial Revolution was

filling the air with pollution, turning the streets black, destroying forests and
farmland, and killing people with toxins, dangerous machinery, and poverty. In
(what is now) Canada, there dwelt people who had lived in harmony with the
land for 15,000 years, who understood the interdependence of all of nature, who
respected the other beings that shared the land with them. And the white
government and churches thought they should change that? Regarded it as
wrong and in need of fixing? Decided that the deeply spiritual attitudes that had
maintained a vital and nurturing relationship with the natural world for
millennia needed to be suppressed, destroyed, replaced with the “white man’s
religion”? How blind. How foolish. How tragic.
When I was a child, I wanted to be an Indian (the accepted term at the
time). I did not know then the truth about what had been done and continued to
be done to Indian lives and culture, but what I did know, or thought I knew,
about Indians inspired and delighted me. Indians could walk through a forest
soundlessly, so that the wildlife was not frightened away! They communicated
with wild creatures! They knew all about plants and how to use them and care
for them! I wanted to be like that. I had no idea of the environmental crisis that
would develop as I entered and proceeded through adulthood, but I felt at some
deep level – I believed – that this connection to the land and all its denizens was
not just desirable, but essential.
I still believe that, and of course I’m not alone. On CBC’s “Quirks and
Quarks” June 5th, Bob MacDonald interviewed several Indigenous scientists
who had wise advice, based in both conventional science and indigenous
wisdom, on sustainability and conservation of diversity. Their culture informed
their research with dazzling results.
Where would we be now if settlers had, from the beginning of contact with
the inhabitants of this land, abjured racist slurs, attacks, and oppression, which
continue today, and instead met them with the esteem and regard they
deserved? Here is what should have happened. Settlers should have said to the
indigenous peoples, How do you do it? How do you get along with nature so
well? What sort of beliefs do you hold that cause you to respect and care for our
world? Please: help us to do better here in the “New World”. Teach us how to
cherish and value all life. Teach us how to care for our earth.
Teach us to walk soundlessly through the forest.

Aghast
by Sheldon Clark

Aghast at the Indian Residential Schools ‘buried child’ grounds
Condescended to be identified as unidentified
Cemeteries occasionally marked with a Christian Cross
As though their deaths held meaning
Hardly expresses the outrage.
“Jesus wept.”
And, he is still weeping two thousand years after
His own crucifixion at the horrific sacrilege
Total contempt, disregard, antithesis of his New Commandment
“Love one another as I have loved you.”
Aghast at mollifying explanations proffered
No negation, no disavowal, no counterpoint
No mitigation, no palliation, no assuagement
Is justifiable to explain deprivation, starvation,
Disease, physical, mental, emotional, spiritual abuse.
Shame, disgrace infamy, mortification, indignity
Intentional denial of genocide, apology
Disappear, dissolve, any professed high ideals, or
Sacred professions, or holy representations, or
Transcendent experiences, which hardly have been forthcoming.
Abusive power leads and feeds excessive brutality
Dehumanization, inquisitional torture, denial,
When truth requires admission, confession, disclosure
Recovery, reclamation, participation, involvement
Decency, acknowledgement, reconciliation.
Antipathy has cause to grieve, feel despair, know hatred
Acceptance is not a ceremonial handshake

Mercy is not an element in the initial equation of resolution
Forgiveness is not a first thought for action
Love is not an immediately forthcoming quality.
Knowledge and wisdom hope to lead to seasoned hearts
Power in Compassion is two-directional
Angry fearful inner fire is quenched by generosity of spirit
Needs cross is the horizon’s mirage of coexistent possibilities
Time present, remembrance of times past, shall embrace time future.

Les Lapins
by Bill Dandle

J’ai eu l’intention a écrire cette article en français, mais ca ne marche pas!
The spectacle began with cut carrots on a blue plastic container top which
became half carrots and half sliced apple which became separate entities unto
themselves.
Rabbits were the first attendees and the precautions they took before
partaking of the fare spoke of their wariness and patience. With the addition of
the sliced apple came the birds, but not all birds, and then the squirrels,
generally black.
For the life of me I couldn’t recall the name of a bird, bright red in colour
and aggressive in attitude. Rather than struggle, I went for my afternoon walk,
no more than a block into my walk, I did what I should have done in the first
place “GIVE THANKS AND ASK”, instantaneously the word “cardinal” came to
mind.
I’m a slow learner and hopefully this experience and my sharing it might
shorten the period of time between the search and the realization. I shared this
experience with my daughter who enquired whom was I asking? I responded I
was merely putting it out there.
The word heuristic comes to mind, “(Ancient Greek, I find, discover) is
any approach to problem solving or self discovery that employs a practical
method that is not guaranteed to be optimal, perfect or rational.” Wikipedia.
The words “ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE, KNOCK AND THE DOOR SHALL
BE OPEN” -- my imperfect recollection of Matthew 7:7, had prompted me to give
thanks and ask.
“Ancient Greek”? Perhaps, heuristic technique was “au courant” during
the time of Matthew.
Returning to the world of apple and carrots and what I observed. Only
robins and cardinals partook of the apple, no carrots. No other birds even
investigated. Although mourning doves have been observed engaging in what

might be compared in the parlance of the past as “teenagers sucking gums &
swallowing spit”.
I noted a difference in approach and behaviour on the basis of sex. The
female counterparts would tentatively approach the bits of apple, seize a piece
and immediately fly away. The males were more assertive, with the male robin
chesting his way in. The obedience of the young robins who appeared to be being
instructed by their mothers in the process of partaking of the apple, was
demonstrated as they waited for their mother to place a bit of apple in their
beaks and resisted the temptation to seize a piece on their own.
The black squirrels might qualify as gourmands, switching to carrots if the
apples ran out. Rabbits had no interest in the apple, although it was the
preference of the cardinals, robins and black squirrels.
There didn’t appear to be any grapevine as the same cast of characters
appeared each day, that is until three marauding grey squirrels with attitude
showed up, taking over the place. Things settled down after an hour or two with
two greys remaining, one eating apple, the other carrots. Nowadays the regulars
appear to be the rabbits, the robins, the cardinals, the black squirrels and two
grey squirrels, one of which has the temerity to eat a morsel of carrot on the
windowsill immediately before me.
The possibility of capturing the daily proceedings live on camera is in the
contemplation phase. At present I’m awaiting inspiration to make the necessary
enquiries.

About this Newsletter / Submission Guidelines
This Newsletter is a monthly publication of news and announcements relevant to
Hamilton Quakers.
It is also a venue for members and attenders to share creative works or articles
they have written on subjects that may be of interest to our Quaker community.
As a general guideline we are looking for submissions that are inspirational and
related to Quaker concerns, as well as announcements and news. Members
and Attenders are encouraged to submit works for the newsletter.
Requests for newsletter items are announced after Meeting for Worship and/or
via email during the week before Meeting for Worship for Business. Submission
of materials implies permission to publish. Copyright for original material resides
with the author.
If the person submitting the article is unknown to the editor or if there are
questions as to whether the article will be appropriate for the Quaker newsletter,
the editor will consult with the clerk(s) who will together discern what will be
included. Written permission to publish must be obtained from the copyright
holder if a submission is not the original work of the submitter, unless the works
are in the public domain, or are covered under the creative commons license.
Hamilton Meeting reserves the right to edit submissions for length or content in
consultation with the authors. When opinion pieces are included a line will be
added indicating "Submissions reflect the opinions of their authors, and not
necessarily of Hamilton Monthly Meeting".
Submissions should be directed to the current editor, Síân Reid,
daywitch@gmail.com.

